
2014 Evangelist Service Team Report 

The Evangelists Service Team is preparing for the Service Team and Delegates 

meetings in Singapore August 2014. In our culture of collaboration and 

cooperation, the Evangelists Service Team aspires to work hand in glove with the 

other Service Teams to build a strong and united fellowship of believers. Utilizing 

the gifts and resources of all the teams will help us to meet the growing needs of 

a multicultural kingdom and give great glory to God. 

 

We have made significant progress with our subcommittees detailing areas we 

want to focus on as a service team.  Here is the list of our subcommittees: 
 

Church Growth Subcommittee 

Mike Fontenot (Sydney) Chairman, Jeff Wong (Hong 
Kong), Francis Dasse (Abidjan), Koko Enrile (Manila) 

The focus of this subcommittee is to extend a helping hand to churches that 

may be "stuck" and struggling to grow. We want to help them move forward 

and receive the encouragement and support they need to overcome their 

challenges. 
 

Global Missions Strategy Subcommittee 
Doug Arthur (Boston) Chairman, Andy Fleming (Birmingham, UK), John Lusk 

(Denver), John Porter (South Florida), AT Arneson (Chicago) 

The priority of this subcommittee is to help fulfill the vision of global saturation 

with the gospel through developing and strengthening mission societies in 

our geographic regions. The aim to find out what works best and to assure 

that missions support is being used in the most productive ways. 
 

Training Programs Subcommittee 
John Louis (Singapore) Chairman, Shawn Wooten (Kiev), Justin Renton 

(Johannesburg), Yury Sokolkin (Novosibirsk), Sam Powell (New York) 

Working closely with the Teachers Service Team, the Training Programs 

Subcommittee is charged with imparting knowledge, skills and understanding 

through our basic core academic curriculum developed collectively by many 

respected leaders in the ICOC.   This subcommittee will also focus on giving 

practical training and provide the tools that will aid in the spiritual development 

of the present as well as the next generation of leaders. 
 

Kingdom Leadership Planning-ILC, Delegate Meetings, Global Summits 
Bruce Williams (Los Angeles) Chairman, Pedro Garcia (Los Angeles), Mike 

Taliaferro (San Antonio), Josue Ortega (San Salvador) 

We want our kingdom events to be excellent and to meet our diverse 

needs. This team will seek to make these events affordable, dynamic and 

life changing. Effective planning of major kingdom events is a powerful tool 

to inspire the saints. 

As you can imagine there are many other needs and topics that could be 



on our list. These areas are our primary focus for now. We realize that we 

can spread ourselves so thin that we fail to get significant things done. So 

please pray for us as we seek to do our part to help God’s kingdom to grow. 

Sam Powell (New York) Interim Chairman, Evangelists Service Team 
 


